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thank you!!!!
Posted by higher - 17 Oct 2018 01:21
_____________________________________

Hi im higher!

This thread is about hakaras hatov. many yidden here have been through really rough times
and have been helped by Hashem through gye in general but more specifically the special
people that they connected with who helped them realize that they are greater than they make
themselves to be. 

that they can succeed in lifes challanges and become better people.

 they deserve our thanks.

they may hide in code names and joke around and present themselves as one of the many
members.

 they are much more.

they care.

they connect.

they empathize.

they offer practical advice.

they daven for those in need.

they are heroes. 

and of course this is a place to show gratitude to the source of all kindness.

Hashem.

enjoy!

========================================================================
====

Re: thank you!!!!
Posted by higher - 17 Oct 2018 01:38
_____________________________________

a side note.
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this isnt meant to be a place where you have to introduce yourself.

the main point is that whomever you are thanking should realize your thanking him for -. so u
can be unclear and dont have to feel pressured to provide any details that make you feel
uncomftorable.

bear in mind that this thread is not in the bablebatim thread as well.

========================================================================
====

Re: thank you!!!!
Posted by ??? ??? - 17 Oct 2018 04:37
_____________________________________

Thank you HIGHER for this great idea of a thread , and may we all be zoche to only grow
HIGHER AND HIGHER  in our ruchniyus and avodas hashem.

Thank you to all the founders and all those who run this great ???? ??????? ?? ???? ????? ????
????? ??? ?????? ??' ??? ?????? ?? ???? ????? ??? ???? ?????? ?? ?? ?? ????? ???? ??? ????
????? ???? ?????,?'? ??? ???? ??''? ??''? ???? ??? ?? ????? ?? ???? ????? ???? ??''? ??? ?????
?? ????? ???? ????? ??? . ?????? ????? ????? ??????? ????? ....

========================================================================
====

Re: thank you!!!!
Posted by Realestatemogul - 17 Oct 2018 04:41
_____________________________________

Love this!

Huge thanks to ( in no particular order):

Higher (Close Friend and Debater-Top of the list)

Schnitzel and Kugel (Rookie of the year)

Hashem Help Me (HUGE FAN)

Cordnoy (#Active)
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Chaim2009 (Legend!)

GYE360 (I think we spoke)

Markz (PhantomAdmin)

Dov (Nuf-said)

For sure other but obvs to THE WHOLE GYE FAM!!!!

Thanks for all the caring and inspiration!

========================================================================
====

Re: thank you!!!!
Posted by sleepy - 28 Nov 2019 16:40
_____________________________________

hey higher! where are you ?just letting you know that you are missed.

========================================================================
====
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